By Jan Gronewold

This comprehensive new book serves as a complete winder training, applications, and product buying guide. This helpful text shows readers how to analyze, select, implement, and improve a winding operation. By describing and illustrating the various types of winders, the book can help readers determine the best winding method for their particular materials.

Contents include:
• Understanding the Basics
• The Plateaus of Winding
  • From reels to converting slitter-rewinders
  • Features, functions, benefits, and limitations
• Winder Types by Concept and Industry
  • From center to center-surface winding
• Winder Classifications and Selection Criteria
  • Winding methods and tools applied
  • Value-added controls

This valuable industry resource will be useful to everyone involved in the winder process area, including engineers, production managers, maintenance managers, and other technical and production staff. Winder manufacturers and industry consultants will also find this unique book very useful.
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